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TTA Executive Meeting with Shiplake Minutes 

 

Thursday, February 15, 2018, 10:00 a.m. to approx. 11:15 a.m. 

 

Present: Ali, Khoja, Elizabeth Ball, Anne Hayes, Jim McCarthy, Kathleen Armstrong 

 

1. RentSafeTO – Anne  

Tenants need better communication from Shiplake. 

Elizabeth has put together a cleaning schedule to be posted.  

A new communication board is to be installed by the entrance to the laundry room 

to post all the information required by the new legislation. It will be installed beside the 

current project board. 

Anne wondered if another board could be used to communicate information about 

fire drills, service interruption, and other news. It is difficult to see postings in the 

elevators. 

Elizabeth suggests the existing communication board by the elevators on the 

Basement and the Sub-basement levels could be used for this purpose as well. 

The inspection of the building by the RentSafeTO program went very well. 

              Ali requests a week to come up with a plan for communication. 

 I am getting the new RentSafe board ready and will have everything posted by the 

end of the month.  

 I am going to divide the current construction board in separate spaces for each set 

of construction and provide updates as often as possible.  

 

2. Hallway renovations -- Anne 

Ali says these are well under way. 

It was noted that tenants are concerned about the removal of all the woodwork 

and Ali said that it is necessary in order to match the repaired hallways damaged by 

flood, the north hallways from 17th floor down. 

 In fact, renovating the hallways was in Shiplake’s 5-year plan; the flood last year 

just moved up the timing of this. Jim asked for a copy of Shiplake’s Capital Plan. 

Because of the rough conditions of the 50-year-old concrete walls around the 

elevators , the contractors are installing metal framework first and then drywall. This will 

then be covered by tiling. The hallway renovation should be completed by June.  

The new wallpaper is due to arrive next week. 

Ali requests some time to come up with schedule for tenants regarding this work.  

Anne wanted to know if Shiplake will proceed with an AGI to cover the hallway    

renovations. Areas affected by the flood presumably are going to be reimbursed by the 

insurance company. The upgrades could also be considered cosmetic work and should 

really be covered by the maintenance budget. Tenants are very concerned about this. 
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Ali could not give an answer at this time; he may know more after his meeting 

with the owners at the end of this month. 

 We are able to provide a general schedule of the hallway renovations. This schedule 

will overview what floors will be worked on during a time frame. However, a 

detailed schedule for individual items is not available. A schedule will be provided 

separately.  

 All materials are now on site. 

 We cannot provide a copy of our capital plan. We will provide the tenants 

association with information about planned projects as soon as they are confirmed. 

 Shiplake will apply for an AGI for all projects performed. 

 At this time, we will not be offering compensation for the current projects. The 

balconies were required to be repaired by the city. 17 floors of the north wing of the 

building were damaged by the flood. The materials needed for repairs could not be 

found due to the age of the wallpaper and carpet, therefore we needed to choose a 

new design. We could not leave only 17 floors redesigned in the building. As such, 

we are doing all the floors. Due to this, these upgrades are not considered cosmetic, 

but required. The completed floors are already receiving very positive reviews from 

residents. 
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3. Lillian Park construction – Jim 

Ongoing communication (s. 4.8)  

Confusion among tenants regarding the LP project versus the many renovations going on 

simultaneously in and around 45 Dunfield.  

Also, there are still no blog or newsletter as the Section 37 Agreement requires 

from Shiplake, to inform tenants about what is happening with the Lillian Park project. 

The TTA could download information from the Shiplake website to the TTA 

website to increase communications to tenants. 

Ali notes that 45 Dunfield is currently full – no vacancies: approx. 1,500 residents 

now. In its desire to be transparent in its dealings with tenants, Shiplake could produce a 

newsletter about all that is going on. Asks what kind of information the TTA wants. 

 

Extended hours of work on Lillian Park project  

Shiplake has surveyed the tenants to see if they agree to extended work hours on Lillian 

Park. 

Maurice is to get back to Ali on Tuesday [Feb. 20]. Shiplake will then apply to the 

City if they wish to extend the working hours. 

Rishab Mehan of the City planning office confirmed that under Section 37 work 

on the Lillian Park project is allowed between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays only. 

 Usually project work hours run between 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays and from 9 

a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays. To change current Section 37 working hours on the Lillian 

project, Shiplake will have to seek permission from the City. 

 

Ali says the construction must finish to ground level before work can start on the south 

end of 45 Dunfield – work on the balconies and any other repairs such as replacing bricks 

and mortar to stop leaks. This work will likely start this fall 2018. (there is a possibility 

we can start the work in the spring but will confirm by the end of March) 

The specific “amenities” referred to in Shiplake’s recent survey of tenants about 

extending work hours on Lillian Park include the pools, the fitness/sports centre, and the 

business/other centre. 

Ali notes that as soon as 2 levels/floors of the new towers are completed, tenants 

will begin moving in. He says the construction team working now is all in good order, 

with sufficient supplies and enough workers; however, cannot control the weather. 

Shiplake is considering installation of geothermal heating for the 2 new towers, 

which would draw on heat from 300 feet deep in the earth. 

 

Generator for emergencies 

Anne asks whether a generator for emergencies could be installed here at 45 Dunfield, to 

enable one elevator to operate during power outages. 
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Ali says this building does have a backup generator but he is unaware whether it 

covers the use of one elevator. He will let the TTA know. 

 In order to help residents better understand the projects, we will be redesigning the 

communication board into divided areas with separate information.  

 We will be starting a newsletter for the tenants. The newsletter will be monthly and 

will be available at the concierge desk for anyone who wants to read it. I am hoping 

to have the first one available in April. In order to provide information residents, 

want, I would like to encourage the TTA to submit questions or topics to me by the 

15
th

 of each month to answer or address in the next month’s newsletter.  

 The back up generator will not operate the elevators. It will operate the lights in the 

hallways and stairwells. We are looking into other options to see if we can have 1 

elevator powered.  

4. Balcony repairs and updates – Anne 

Main push this year will be completion of the balconies on south end of the building. 

Elizabeth notes that the wraparound balconies count as 2 smaller regular balconies in 

terms of the time required to repair them, replace railings. 

Ali says Shiplake aims is to start work on them in the fall (there is a possibility 

the work will begin in spring-will confirm by end of March). Work on the balconies is 

proceeding well now that Shiplake and the contractors recognize that the balconies differ 

considerably in size around building. 

Work on the second-floor long balconies will start shortly.  

Jim gave Ali a copy of the list of documents on file with the City and missing as 

attachments to the FOI report from City regarding the balcony work. 

Ali requests some time to come up with a updated schedule for tenants. 

 The documents asked for are on file with the city. If they are available for public 

viewing, you should be able to ask for them. If permission is required by 

management to release them, they are private and will not be released. The city will 

be able to provide any public documents. 

 The balcony schedule for gap guard changes is not set, therefore there is no schedule 

to release. There is an updated one on the construction board, however, there are 

not many changes.  

 

5. Remediation – Jim 

As the Tower Renewal Report stated, the value of the property did increase considerably 

when installation of the new boilers was completed. Tenants were unaware of this higher 

valuation in landlord’s favour after replacement of the boilers until it was too late for this 

information to be part of our defence in a tenants’ application to the Landlord and Tenant 

Board (LTB). The current renovations and work will also increase the property value of 

45 Dunfield for the owners. 
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This will also apply to the new upgrades recently completed and under way. It is 

difficult to obtain this information on time. 

If Shiplake completes the Lillian Park construction 5 months earlier than 

scheduled, the landlord can start generating revenue from tenants moving into the new 

towers 5 months sooner. So there is no reason that current tenants in 45 Dunfield should 

be expected to pay for this either financially or in the loss of enjoyment of their homes 

during longer construction hours. 

The TTA has conducted its own surveys. Tenants are most concerned about 

potential AGIs and the lack of compensation for all the renovation projects under way 

now: the completed garage renovation, the waterproofing & caulking, the balconies, and 

the flood repairs and hallway redecoration. 

 Of course if Shiplake refuses any compensation for all the inconvenience to 

tenants, tenants have the right to apply to the LTB. 

Ali is not aware of any pending AGIs, will get back to the TTA about this. 

 At this time, no AGIs have been started or applied for.  

 

6. Short-term rentals in this building -- Jim 

Tenants are not allowed to rent out their units, Elizabeth said. 

When asked about Olivia’s Housing in the building, Ali said Shiplake has a long-

term agreement/contract with the company, whereby renters of these units must agree to 

follow certain rules. No problems so far. Anne stated that the TTA receives complaints 

from tenants about the short-term rentals. 

Jim points out that Toronto’s new bylaw, which takes effect at the beginning of 

June 2018, does not permit this kind of rental at all; the rental property must be the 

principal residence of the person renting it out. 

 If there are complaints submitted to the TTA about short term rentals, I would ask 

that they are sent to me so I can make note and take care of them. If there are any 

issues surrounding Olivia’s Housing, we can handle it through management.  

 We are researching the new bylaws surrounding short term rentals 

 

Parked vehicles blocking front entrance 

Jim asks if the concierges keep an eye on vehicles parking in the front entrance circle, 

blocking WheelTrans access, e.g. 

Ali says Marco and Craig have been instructed to have vehicles moved as needed. 

Also aware of problems with contractors parking in the 2 disability spots out back. The 

ongoing problem of parking is managed as needed, day to day. Shiplake emphasizes to 

workers that they must respect the residents who live here. 

- - - - - - 

Membership drive -- Anne 
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Elizabeth asks to be notified when the TTA wants to set up a table in lobby for this 

purpose: a weekday sometime in March, between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m., for people returning 

from work. Also a second, weekend day. She volunteers to produce TTA notices for 

elevators, as she has done before. 

 Membership drive is approved. Please provide Elizabeth with dates and times.  

 

Other business: 

 Ali notes that Shiplake is discussing the creation of a dog park out back for residents 

only. 

 Jim asks whether Shiplake will change its lease agreements in keeping with the City’s 

new standard lease. Ali said yes. He also noted that marijuana use in the building is a 

major concern, as is heavy cigarette smoke bothering other tenants. Shiplake’s lawyer is 

considering these matters. 

 The new lease begins May 1
st
, 2018. If you have specific questions about how the 

new lease works, please ask Elizabeth. 

 Also, Shiplake can now enforce Tenant Insurance on new tenants. Only 70 percent of 

residents have responded to Shiplake’s survey about insurance. New tenants will have to 

provide evidence of their own insurance. 

 Elizabeth notes that people enrolled in yoga classes is way down since January – 4 or 5 

people on average per class now. Shiplake might have to cancel the classes if there is 

insufficient interest. Would be willing to consider tai chi as an alternative. Let her know. 

 Ali wonders if residents at 45 could provide their email addresses to Shiplake to improve 

communications. In Shiplake’s Balliol building – Yonge & Davisville – 75 percent of the 

residents are signed up to receive Shiplake info. this way. 

 The next Shiplake quarterly meeting with tenants will probably be in March. 

 Next Shiplake meeting is scheduled for April 10
th

. Due to conflicting issues, we could 

not schedule it in March.  


